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Chicken soft taco bell

Shredded chicken: Chicken, water, spices (salt, modified corn starch, tomato powder, paprika (VC), natural flavours (including smoke flavour), citric acid, spices, saffron oil, sugar, disodium and guanylate inosinate, torula yeast, maltodextrin), modified food starch, rosemary extract (soy oil and/or canola) (P). water,
vegetable shortening (soy, hydrogenated soy and/or cotton oil), sugar, salt, leaving (sodium bicarbonate, sodium acid pyrophosphate), molasses, dough balm (fumarice acid, distilled monoglycerides, enzymes, vital wheat gluten, cellulose gum, wheat starch, calcium carbonate), calcium, sorbic acid and/or potassium
sorbate (P). Contains: Wheat. [certified vegan], Iceberg Green Salad: Fresh iceberg salad [vegan certificates], Cheddar cheese: Cheddar cheese (pasteurized cultured milk, salt, enzymes, annatto (VC)), anti-caking agent. Contains: Milk [vegetarian certificate] All trademarks are the property of the respective owner. This
low-fat chicken soft taco recipe produces a teaching of Taco Bell's Chicken Soft Taco. It includes fat-free tortillas, chicken breast fillets, and soy sauce, among other ingredients. Enjoy the flavor of Taco Bell without having to leave the picture of your home from pixabay.com make homemade Chicken Soft Tacos Inspired
by Taco Bell's Recipe Tacos are generally composed of a tortilla wrapped around a variety of fillings including seafood, chicken, beef, cheese, and vegetables. Tacos also come in different sizes, shapes, and colors. Soft tacos happen to be one of the popular varieties of tacos available and enjoyed today. So there's a
difference between soft tacos and soft-shell tacos? Yes, it is. A soft-shell taco features a corn tortilla, which can be either steamed until soft or grilled until slightly charred. While soft tacos come in different variations, they are generally prepared with wheat flour tortillas instead of corn tortillas like soft-shell tacos. In
general, these two types of tacos, soft-shell tacos, and soft tacos, can be filled with the same ingredients as any other taco, and you can use either tortillas in the dish of indications Ingredients Directions In a small bowl, combine chili powder, black pepper, liquid smoke, onion powder, brown sugar, salt, soy sauce, and
water. Pour this mixture over the chicken breast carefully. Leave to marinate for 12 hours or overnight. Barbeque chicken, or use an indoor grill, over medium-high heat for 5 minutes on each side. Slice the chicken into bite-size cubes. Warm your tortillas in a boat. Alternatively, wrap them in a damp towel and microwave
them for 30 seconds. Measure a cup of 1/4 cubes chicken and spread it down the middle of a tortilla. Measure 2 tablespoons of lettuce and sprinkle over the chicken. Measure a spoonful of cheese and spread over the lettuce. Stacking a diced tomatoes over cheese. Fold the edges of the tortillas and serve. Repeat the
process with the remaining tortillas. Edit Share Ranchero Chicken Soft Taco was a taco that featured chicken, lettuce, cheddar cheese, Fiesta Salsa, and (we at the time) Avocado Ranch Sauce in a soft, tortilla flour. It was available from 2004 to 2010. Article stubs Tacos Community content is available in accordance
with CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Edit Share The Spicy Chicken Soft Taco is a variant of the traditional soft taco bell, which contains spicy shredded chicken, lettuce and Fiesta Salsa wrapped in a soft burrito. Chicken found in Spicy Chicken Soft Taco is just like that of the Spicy Chicken Burrito. Menu and History
[editing | source editing] According to various sources, Spicy Chicken Soft Taco started on the now-defunct Big Bell Value Menu, and after removing the menu, tacos became a regular addition to the range. Nutrition Info[edit | edit source] CalorieCount.com gives this taco a D+ rating. It has 160 calories, 5g fat, and 480mg
of sodium. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Drop items here to store products has been added to &lt;a href=?target=cart&gt;basket&lt;/a&gt; Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the product options first the taco bell spice pack you buy in grocery stores
make spicy beef delicious for tacos, but don't expect to taste exactly the same as beef from the giant Mexican food chain. For a better clone, use this recipe. Once the meat is ready, it's easy to build soft tacos Taco Bell mode using these steps. If you want crispy tacos, replace soft flour tortillas with crispy corn husks.
Source: More Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is from stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Spicy, shredded beef, furrowed with our own adobo chipots, cumin, cloves, garlic and oregano. The original Mexican barbacoa dish has traditionally been prepared by
cooking almost any kind of goat meat, fish, chicken, or cow cheek meat, to name just a few, in a pit covered with leaves over low heat for several hours until auction. If the dish made its way to the United States through texas the word turned into barbecue and the preparation changed to incorporate above ground
techniques, it would be smoking and grilling. The good news is that we can recreate the beef barbacoa that Chipotle made popular on its ginormous burritos without digging any holes in our yard or tracking down a local source for fresh cow faces. After braising about 30 pounds of chuck steaks, I discovered in the latter
perfect Chipotle Mexican Grill barbacoa burrito copycat recipe with a taste-alike adobo sauce that fills the steak with flavor as it slowly cooks at a delicacy fork-auction on stovetop over 5 to 6 6 Part of the secret to the large adobo sauce is roasting whole cumin seeds and cloves and then grinding them into a coffee
grinder (measure the spices after grinding them). Since the braising process takes so long, start early in the day and get ready for a great dinner, because we also included clones here for gallo's pico chipotle, pinto beans, and delicious cilantro-var rice to make burritos complete. You can add your choice of cheese, plus
guacamole and cream for a super-deluxe clone version. If you prefer chicken burritos, head over to my clone recipe for Qdoba grilled Adobo chicken. Source: Top Secret Recipes Unlocked by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first of all years Taco Bell's
customers had just the light and hot varieties of free taco blister sauce packages to choose from kicking up their fistula tacos. That is, until a recent addition to the hot sauce selection hit the heat-a-meter up a few notches. True chili heads might find this light sauce compared to the glut of extreme pepper sauces on the
market today, but it's definitely a recipe that improves on the Mexican fast food chain original hot sauce formula. Source: Even More Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first This is a simple recipe to clone the contents of the spice pack
bearing the Taco Bell logo found in most grocery stores these days. You probably expect the spice mixture to make meat that tastes exactly like the things you get at the big chain. Well, not really. It's more like the popular lawry's taco spices mix, which still makes good meat seasoned on the ground, and works great for
a tasty bunch of tacos. Source: Even More Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first in 1991 Kentucky Fried Chicken bigwigs decided to improve America's third largest fast food chain image. As a more health conscious company began to
affect sales of fried chicken, the company changed its name to KFC and introduced a lighter tariff for skinless chicken. Over the past forty years, KFC has seen tremendous growth. Five years after the business's first franchise, Colonel Harland Sanders had 400 outlets in the United States and Canada. Four years later
there were more than 600 franchises, including one in England, the first overseas outlet. In 1964, John Y. Brown, Jr., a young lawyer from Louisville, and Jack Massey, a financier from Nashville, bought the colonel's business for $2 million. Just seven years later, 1971, Heiblein, Inc., bought KFC Corporation for $275
million. Then, in 1986, for a whopping $840 million, PepsiCo added KFC to its conglomerate, which now includes Pizza Hut and Taco Bell. That means PepsiCo owns more fast food. fast food. than any other company, including McDonald's. At every KFC restaurant, workers mix real buttermilk with a dry blend to create
the well-known KFC buttermilk biscuit recipe that have made a popular menu item since their introduction in 1982. Pair these crackers with Mac KFC and cheese recipe and the famous KFC Original Recipe chicken, and skip the drive-thru tonight! Source: Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the cart
The product is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Chicken breast fillets sateed with bell peppers, fried garlic and onions in a garlic cream sauce over angel hair. This dish is a great favorite of regular Olive Garden. The filleted chicken are lightly breaded and sateed, along with colored bell
peppers and chopped red onions. Angel hair paste is thrown into the pan along with a healthy dose of fresh scampi sauce. If you are cooking for two, you can prepare this dish for the meal in a large pan, saving the remaining ingredients for another meal. If you make all four gates at once, you need two skillets. If you can
not find fresh chicken muscle (the tender part of the chicken breast), you can usually find bags of them in the freezer section. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is from stock Choose the product options first Menu Description: Here are in all their lip-
smacking, award-winning glory: Buffalo, New York-style chicken wings stocked in your favorite signature sauce. Since Buffalo, New York was too far away, Jim Disbrow and Scott Lowery fulfilled their overwhelming cravings in 1981 by opening a spicy chicken wing restaurant near the house in Kent, Ohio. With signature
sauces and a festive atmosphere, the chain has now evolved from a college campus sports bar with wings to a family restaurant with over 300 units. While roasting chicken wings is not a real secret- simply drop them into hot shortening for about 10 minutes-spicy delicious sauces make special wings. There are 12
varieties of sauce available to cover crispy chicken pieces at the chain, and I'm presenting clones for more traditional flavors. These sauces are very thick, almost like dressing or dip, so we use an emulsion technique that will ensure a creamy end product if the oil will not separate from the other ingredients. Here is the



chicken wing cooking and coating technique, followed by clones for the most popular sauces: spicy garlic, medium and hot. Sauce recipes might look the same at first, but each has slight variations making the sauce hotter or milder by adjusting the level of cayenne pepper. You can find Frank's pepper sauce next to the
other hot sauces in your market. If you can't find that brand, also use Crystal Louisiana hot sauce. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Todd Drag and drop me to the cart Product is out of stock First Choose product options It has a bad name and tons of fans. This is one of Denny's most popular
sandwiches, and has remained on Denny's menu since 1978. But if you have it for breakfast, lunch, or dinner, you might want to know that there is a way to enjoy the taste of this grilled sandwich for about 30 grams less fat than the real thing. This TSR version cuts fat in many ways, but the most significant savings come
from using fat-free cheese. Get some low-fat ham at the supermarket deli cons, or you can find prepackaged next to lunch. Start heating up a few pans and get ready to discover this delicious lower fat treatment. Nutrition Facts Serving Size-1 Sandwich Total Portions-1 Calories per Serving-460 (Original-700) Fat per
Serving-3g (Original-33g) Source: Top Secret Lite Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the first product options I hope your crew is hungry because this recipe makes four Mexican pizzas like those served at Bell: ground-spiced beef and roasted beans are sandwiched
between two crispy flour tortillas, topped with melted cheddar cheese, salsa, tomato cubes, and chopped green onions. Cut it like a pizza and serve it with a smile. Prepare to blow diners away with this Mexican pizza taco bell recipe if they are at all familiar with the real thing. Try some Diablo, hot, or light sauce because
authentic Taco Bell experience. Source: Even More Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first This creamy green sauce is available at the salsa bar at each of the 389 El Pollo Loco outlets located throughout the western United States, and
folks are going crazy over it. The problem is, you can only get in small amounts at the restaurant, and once you taste a little there you're going to want a lot more of it at home. Use a food processor to mix this (everything but cilantro and onion go there) and prepare for a delicious, spicy blend that you can pour over your
favorite Mexican homemade-style dishes, from taco salads to fajitas. Great props go to Pancho Ochoa, who opened his first roadside chicken stand in Guasave, Mexico, in 1975. Today Pancho's El Pollo Loco is the number one fast-service, flame-broiled chicken chain in America. Source: Top Secret Recipes Unlocked
by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the first product options Popeyes Famous Fried Chicken and Biscuits became the third largest chicken chain in the twenty-two years since his first store opened in New Orleans in 1972. (KFC has slot number one, followed by the Church
Chicken). Since then, the chain has grown to 813 units, with many of the Germany, Japan, Jamaica, Honduras, Guam and Korea. Cayenne pepper and white pepper bring warmth to this crispy fried chicken hack. Bring my secret recipes for all your favorite popeye dishes here. Source: More Top Secret Recipes by Todd
Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock First choose the product options to copy the most famous Taco Bell burrito at home first you have to assemble the fleshy foundation of many of the top chain products for sale: ground-spiced beef. Throw it and seven other tasty ingredients into a large flour
tortilla and fold using the same technique as delivered to new recruits to the chain. Add your favorite hot sauce for a little heat, or clone a hot Taco Bell sauce, would be Taco Bell Fire Border Sauce with clone recipe here. Source: Even More Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is
out of stock Choose product options first This super simple salsa can be made in a pinch with a box of diced tomatoes, some canned jalapenos, fresh lemon juice, onions, spices, and a food processor or blender. Plus you can easily double the recipe by sending in a larger 28-ounce can of diced tomatoes, and simply
doubling on all the other ingredients. Use this versatile salsa as a bath for tortilla chips or plop it down on any dish that needs flavor-care from eggs to taco salads to fish wraps. You can adjust the heat level to match your taste by tweaking the amount of canned jalapenos in the mixture. Now, what's for dinner? Check out
some copycat entries from your favorite restaurants here. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Scallions, garlic and chilli mix-fried with ground nesting chicken on hot egg noodles. Garnished with
chopped cucumber and bean cabbage. To clone PF Chang take on this traditional Chinese noodle dish you should use a wok, but I found that a large saucepan works too well. Saute a pair of chicken breast before time and give them a chance to cool down so you can fine-cut them. Take out the cleaver, if you have one,
and cut. Or use a cook's knife. You can prepare the chicken ahead of time and keep it covered in the fridge until you are ready to make the dish. Once you've chopped the chicken, you'll have tasty noodles on the table in less than ten minutes. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me
to the product basket is out of stock Choose the first product options Andrew J.C. Cherng lived in China, Taiwan, and Japan before coming to the United States studying mathematics at Baker's University. After graduation in 1973, Andrew used his extensive education and business skills to open an Asian restaurant in
Pasadena with his father; its; Chef Ming Tsai Cherng. Southern Californians went crazy for Andrew's Panda Inn and its cutting-edge menu, which blended The Szechwan and Mandarin cooking styles. Today the chain-now called Panda Express-includes more than 320 units in thirty-two states and is famous for addiction
to fried chicken dish with spicy orange sauce. We can re-create this dish using a baking technique to avoid the fat that is inevitable when frying. Nutrition FactsServing Size-1 Slices Chicken Breast Total Portions-4 Calories per Serving-400 (Original-580) Fat per Serving-12g (Original-30g) Source: Low-Fat Top Secret
Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the first product menu options Description: Our most popular dish! Shrimp and chicken sauteed with onions, peppers and tomatoes in a very spicy Cajun sauce. All on top of the fresh Fettuccine. Cheesecake Factory founder David
Overton says he is not familiar with the restaurant business that has contributed to the company's success. In an interview for Nation's Restaurant News David says, I didn't know anything about running restaurants. I just knew people value fresh food. In a way our naivety helped us because we didn't know what you
shouldn't do. I think we all know that it helps to serve good food and that it's an area where Cheesecake Factory excels. Pasta and salads top list of big sellers, but it is Cajun Jambalaya Pasta that holds pole position, according to the menu description of this dish. Jambalaya is a spicy creole dish that usually combines a
variety of ingredients including tomatoes, onions, peppers, and a certain type of meat with rice. Rather than traditional rice, Cheesecake Factory designed its version to include two types of fettuccine-an attractive blend of standard white noodles and spinach-flavored noodles. This recipe makes 2 huge portions, would be
those served in the restaurant. There's probably enough food for a family of four. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the product options first Other Mexican food chains, such as Chi-Chi and El Torito call it Sweet Corn Cake. But at the
Chevys, things full of corn, like pudding, which are served with most entries, are known as Tollito. That harina meal there corn flour is what is used to make tamales, and can be found in your supermarket, either with corn flour and flour, or where other Mexican/Spanish items are stored. Everything else here are basic
things. While other corn cake recipes may require canned corn or canned corn cream-style, Chevys does not box in the kitchen requires that we use frozen corn for a good clone. You can also use corn that has been cut fresh from cobs. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Wilbur. and drop me to
the product basket is out of stock Choose the product options first This recipe makes the same size appetizer serving that you get in the restaurant. That's only 6 shrimp-enough for me, but what do you guys have? Thank God remoulade sauce and shrimp spice formulas yield enough for a larger serving, so you can grill
up to a pound of shrimp with this recipe. Find bags of uncooked frozen shrimp that have been cleaned, but with the tails left on. Try more of my copycat recipes from Outback here. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the product
options first When you sit down for the Italian style grub at one of the more than 168 national Carrabba's restaurants, you're first served a small plate with a small bunch of herbs and spices in the middle of which the waiter adds olive oil. Now you're ready to dip your sliced bread in freshly flavoured oil. To craft a version
of this olive oil Carrabba bread dip recipe, you will need a coffee bean grinder or a small food processor to finely chop the ingredients. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the cart The product is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Asian spiced grilled
chicken w/carrots, water chestnuts, green onions &amp; almonds. Served with crispy Bibb salad and sesame-ginger and peanut sauces for immersion. Chili takes on the appetizer made popular at P. F. Chang's Asian Bistro got diners across the country wrapping lettuce around the chopped chicken. Now you can bring
the Chili version of Asian tacos home along with mega-dependent sesame-ginger and apeanut immersion sauces. After making sauces and preparing chicken, assemble wraps by arranging some sliced chicken in the center of a butter lettuce leaf, sprinkle on some chopped carrot, maybe a few crispy bean threads, add a
little diving sauce, and open wide. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the cart The product is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Chicken breast, mushrooms, artichokes, caper and smoked prosciutto in lemon butter with pasta. Mushrooms, artichoke
hearts, and prosciutto in a creamy lemon butter sauce surround chicken breast sauteand and angel hair paste for this unique and satisfying take on a traditional dish. This clone ranks in the top three most requested recipes on my hit list from 227 Romano's Macaroni Grill units. The successful Italian chain is part of the
Brinker group of restaurants that controls several other high-profile casual restaurants, including Border Grill, Maggiano's, and Chili's. Make my copycat Lemon Passion Cake for dessert to get the whole Macaroni Grill experience. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Wilbur. and drop me to the
product basket is out of stock Choose the product options first the whole process to make this soup that the islands serves in bottomless bowls lasts as long as 3 hours, but don't let that discourage you. Most of this time is spent waiting for the chicken to fry (up to 90 minutes - although you can save time by using a
precooked chicken, see Tidbits) and letting the soup boil (1 hour). The actual work involved is minimal -- most of the time is spent cutting out the vegetable ingredients. This recipe produces the soup with a wonderful flavor and texture, as you will be making fresh chicken stock from the fried chicken carcass. As for the
tortilla lining fried strips that soup tops, you can go the hard way or the easy way on this step. The hard way makes the best islands tortilla soup recipe and it's really not that hard: Simply slice the corn tortillas into strips, fry the real strips quickly, then throw the fried strips with a custom spice mixture. The easy way is to
grab a bag of new habanero-flavored Doritos, which happens to be similar in spiciness to the strips used at the restaurant. Simply crumble a few of these chips over the top of the soup bowl, and dive in. Drag and drop me to the cart The product is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Sweet meets
heat: A chilli, soy and ginger sauce. Here's a clone for one of the newest sauces that the wing masters of Buffalo Wild Wings have added to the menu. When I get to BWW, I order a tall Foster on tap, and 12 boneless wings covered in this great sauce. It's sweet-and-sour with a shot, and the shot is what beer's. Next time
you're at the market get some chili garlic sauce in the aisle with other Asian foods. This is the crucial ingredient for this Buffalo Wild Wings Asian Zing Sauce recipe that gives this sauce heat along with its deep red color. Once this sauce is made it will store for weeks in a sealed container in the refrigerator. Now you have
a quick bath for egg rolls, wontons and spring rolls. Cook up some wings, nuggets or pane deals and throw them into gooey goodness until well covered, then serve hot. And don't forget the beer. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 3 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the cart Product is out of stock Choose
product options first small red packets of viscous hot sauce at the fast food giant have a following cult of rabid fans who will do whatever it takes to get their hands on large quantities. One such fan of the sauce commented online, Are there any Wendy's employees or managers out there who will mail me a whole case of
Hot Chili Spices? I swear it's not a joke. I like these things. I give extra money to Wendy's workers to get a big handful of stuff. Well, there's no need to tip Wendy's employees, because now you can clone that. of spicy sauce after you want in your own kitchen with this Top Secret recipe. The ingredients listed on real Hot
Chili Spices are water, corn syrup, salt, distilled vinegar, natural flavors, xanthan gum, and paprika extractives. We will use many of these same ingredients for our clone, but we will replace gelatin for xanthan gum (a thickening agent) to get the right slightly sticky consistency. For natural flavor and color we use cayenne
pepper, cumin, paprika, and garlic powder, then filter the particles with a fine wire-net filter after they've contributed what the sauce needs. This recipe makes 5 ounces of sauce- just the right amount to fit nicely into a bottle of hot sauce used-and costs just pennies to make. Drag and drop me to the cart The product is out
of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: It takes half a day to make this perfect combination of onions, celery, carrot and garlic. Before a qualified chef shows up at the table to perform his culinary prestidigitation on the hot hibachi grill at Benihana, you're treated to a tasty bowl of soup based on chicken
soup with fried onions, sliced mushrooms and green onions floating cheerfully on top. The restaurant menu supports this soup takes half a day to make, but we can clone in a fraction of that time using canned chicken soup (I use the Swanson brand). This soup works very well as a prelude to favorite Asian dishes or
other Benihana clones because it is so easy and will not fill anyone before the main course. We've included a simple technique here to make fried onions pane from scratch (for the most accurate clone), but you can skip this step by replacing French canned French French roasted onions that are sold in most markets.
Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the cart The product is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Fajita-marinated chicken, corn relish, mixed cheese, cilantro, tomato cubes and crispy tortilla strips. Garnished with a garland-ranch drizzle and cheese
quesadilla feathers. Served with our citrus-balsamic sauce. I'm a happy camper on a Saturday afternoon when diving into one of these great salads, served with a Margarita Presidente to help relieve my hangover from a Friday night hoo-ha. For the past few years, this has been the salad you go to when you dine at
Chili's. The chicken marinade is delicious, the corn relish is a great touch, and the citrus-balsamic vinaigrette total rocks. And where else can you get a salad that includes slices of quesadilla cheese on the side? I like it. If you are a fan of the original, this clone of 4 serving it will bring Source: Top Secret Restaurant
Recipes 3 by Todd Wilbur Drag and Drop Me to The Product Basket Is From Stock Choose Product Options First Menu Description: Our Marinated Chicken Chest Covered With crispy panko cheese and breadcrumbs, lightly pounded and pan fried to a golden brown. Served with white cheddar puree and steamed
broccoli and topped with a Chardonnay lemon butter sauce, sun-dried tomatoes, fresh basil and parmesan. This re-creation establishes a great way to prepare that 4-pack of chicken breast you dropped into your shopping cart. While you're at the market, head down the aisle where Asian food is parked and pick up some
Japanese breadcrumbs, also called panko breadcrumbs. Combining these coarse breadcrumbs with chopped parmesan makes a crispy bakery for the chicken, which doesn't even need a sauce to taste well. However, lemony Chardonnay butter sauce used at the restaurant is cloned here as well, so you will have the full
flavor experience. You will want to plan ahead a little for this dish, because chicken fillets will have to marinate in brine solution for 2-3 hours. This dish goes very well with the clone recipe for BJ's White Cheddar Potato Puree. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 3 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product
basket is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: A spicy Thai dish with flavors of curry, peanuts, chili, and coconut. Soteed with vegetables and served over rice. This dish ranks very high among the most common requests for clone entrée from the huge menu of this growing chain, and anyone who
is a fan of Thai dishes falls in love with it. I like recipes that include zero sauces that can be used with other dishes. Curry and peanut sauces here are good like this. They can, for example, be used to gravy up grilled chicken skewers or other meats, or as a splash of drizzle on lettuce wraps. But even though we've
included peanut sauce recipe from scratch here, you can take the quick path and save a little prep time by picking up a pre-made sauce found near other Asian foods on the market. Since the sauce is used sparingly in a drizzle over the top of this dish it won't make a big difference in which way you go. This recipe
produces two Cheesecake Factory-size servings-which is another huge way of saying it. If your diners are not prepared to process gargantuan gastronomy and you are all out of dog bags, you can easily divide this recipe into four more sensitive portions. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag
and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose Zagat's first product options 1995 New York City Restaurant Survey, Le Cirque 2000, one of the city's most upscale restaurants, received a rating of 25 out of a possible 30. In the same guide, Al The Soup Nazi Yeganeh's Kitchen International scored an
impressive 27. That put Soup Nazi's restaurant at number 14 among the city's best restaurants for that year. It was common to see lines that stretch around the corner and and block as hungry patrons waited for their cup of one of the five daily hot soup selections. Most of the selections changed every day, but from the
three days I was there, the Mexican Chicken Chili recipe was always on the menu. The first two days were sold before reaching the front of the line. But on the last day I got lucky: A very large Mexican chicken chili, please. Give me the money, go to the far left. Here is a hack for what has become one of the most popular
Culinary masterpieces Nazi Soup. If you want, you can replace turkey breast for chicken to make turkey chili, which was the soup George Costanza ordered on the show. Source: Top Secret Recipes Unlocked by Todd Wilbur. Update 1/9/17: Replace 10 cups of water with 8 cups of chicken soup for a shorter boil time
and better flavor. I also like using El Pato tomato sauce (recipe calls for 1/2 cup) for a little more heat. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the product options first It may not be listed on the menu, but this is the most ladled applebee soup every day. Just make sure you have some bowls of
oven-safe soup on your hand before you jump into this clone, since you're going to pop the dish under the broiler to brown and melt the cheese on top. According to the provolone gooey melted the original version of the te from Applebee is a unique round crouton that is made from bread that looks like a hamburger bun.
So that's what we're going to use for our clone. The round shape of the bread is perfect to topby this applebee French onion soup recipe. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the cart Product is out of stock First Choose product options Once a regular menu item, these sweet,
naughty wings are now added to the KFC menu on a limited time-only basis in many markets. So we're going to get that sticky sauce all over our faces and hands during these many months, when we're cruelly denied our Honey BBQ Wings? Now it's as easy as whipping up this KFC honey BBQ wings recipe that re-
creates crispy bakery on chicken wings, and sweet-and-smoke honey BBQ sauce. Signs limited only in time – we laugh at you. How about some famous cabbage or potatoes? Check out my COLLECTION of KFC clone recipes here. Source: Even More Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the
product basket is out of stock Choose the first product options in the early '90s Boston chicken was rockin it. The stock of the home-made food replacement chain was in the air, and the lines were full of hungry customers waiting to dip their teeth into a delicious portion of the chain's delicious rotisserie chicken. So
successful has chicken chain, that company quickly decided that it was time to introduce other entrée selections, the first of which was a delicious barbecue sauce covered with soil moss meat. but the other entries presented the company with a dilemma: what to do about the name. Bigwigs decided it was time to change
the name at Boston Market to reflect a wider menu. That meant replacing signs on hundreds of units and retooling marketing campaigns. This name change, plus the rapid expansion of the chain and the growth of other similar mass-style-style concepts sent the company into a tailspin. By 1988, the Boston Market goose
was cooked, and the company went bankrupt. Soon McDonald's intervened to buy the company, with the idea of closing many of the stores forever, and slapping Golden Arches on the rest. But this plan was scrapped when, after selling many of the Under-performing Boston Markets, the chain began to fly again. Within a
year of purchasing Boston Market was profitable, and these home-cooked meals are still served at over 700 Boston Market restaurants across the country. How about some of these famous Boston Market side-dishes to go with your copycat meatloaf recipe? I cloned the best ones here. Source: Even More Top Secret
Recipes by Todd Wilbur.Try My Improved Version in Top Secret Step-by-Step Recipes. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Crocante pane chicken breast topped with sweet and spicy ginger-citrus sauce. Served with spicy-cold wasabi-ranch sauce for
immersion. So you're in boneless wings, but you need a break from the traditional Cayenne flavor of Buffalo style. If the fresh ginger-laced sweet-sour sauce sounds seductive, here is a variation worth snacking on. Along with the secret sauce recipe here is an easy way to manufacture a carbon copy of Chili's great
wasabi-ranch immersion sauce just by adding a few ingredients to the Hidden Valley Ranch dressing. I suggest adding a drop of green food coloring to the sauce to give the same green hue of the original. Wasabi powder won't add much color, so that's the trick. You can find in dry form the powder of horseradish wasabi
in the supermarket aisle with other Asian foods. Look at my other recipes for Chili's famous dishes. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is from stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Large shrimp sateed in extra-virgin olive oil with white wine,
garlic and lemon. Once you have onion, garlic and parsley all chopped, this clone of a top appetizer pick at Olive Garden takes just a few minutes to assemble. Chefs at Olive Garden speed up the process using what they call scampi butter - chilled blocks of butter with all the spices, and onions already in it, so that each
portion is prepared quickly and constantly, without any dull measurement. When the shrimps are ready, each is placed on the End of five slices of Italian toast (you can also use a French baguette) and a delicious sauce is poured over the top. We included Roma tomato cubes here as an optional garnish because an olive
garden used it, but another location on the other side of town does. As for shrimp, use medium sized (they are called 31/40), which are already peeled, but with the tails left on. Butterfly slicing shrimp almost all the way through the middle. As the shrimp sits, they will twist and spread. Scampi lovers will also enjoy my
clone recipe for Olive Garden Chicken Scampi. You can hang the recipe here. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the first product options of Anne's first pretzel shop opened in 1988 in the heart of the country pretzels-a Pennsylvania
Amish farmers market. Over 500 stores later, Aunt Anne is one of the most requested secret clone recipes around, especially on the internet. Many of Aunt Anne's copycat soft pretzel recipes has passed around the Web requiring bread flour, and some use honey as a sweetener. But by studying Aunt Anne's pretzel-
making kit in the secret underground lab, I discovered a better solution for recreating delicious mall goodies than any clone recipe out there. For the best quality dough, you just need all-purpose flour. And powdered sugar works very well to perfectly sweeten the dough. Now you just have to decide if you want to make
more traditional salted pretzels, or sweet sugar-covered cinnamon. Decisions, decisions. Source: Even More Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur.Try My Improved Version in Top Secret Step-by-Step Recipes. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Chicken
breast pane thrown into spicy wing sauce. Served with cold blue cheese sauce. This clone recreates the spicy aroma of traditional Buffalo chicken wings, but bones and skin are left back in Buffalo. That's because these wings are actually sliced nuggets from chicken breast fillets, then breaded and fried, and smothered
with the same type of spicy wing sauce used on traditional wings. If you like the flavor of buffalo wings, but wish you could use a fork, your spicy dreams have come true. Serve these up with some celery sticks and blue cheese sauce on the immersion side. Try more of my Chili copycat recipes here. Source: Top Secret
Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first This soup happens to be one of the most delirious Chili-about items, and the subject of many one search here on the site. Part of the secret in crafting your clone is adding the harina meal to a corn
flour that you'll find in the supermarket next door flour, or if all Mexican food is stored. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the first product options For two years after the first Olive Garden restaurant opened in 1982, operators were still
tweaking the physical appearance of the restaurant and the food that was served. Even the tomato sauce has been changed 25 times. It's this kind of dedication that creates fabulous dishes like this popular soup. It combines the flavors of potatoes, cabbage, and Italian sausages in a slightly spicy chicken and cream
soup. You have a soup recipe, why don't you create your own olive garden salad and breadsticks? Find more of my olive garden clone recipes here! Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Auction,
crispy wild shrimp golf thrown into a creamy, spicy sauce. Bonefish Grill proudly refers to this appetizer as a specialty house. And why not, it's an attractive dish with bang-up flavor, especially if you like food on the spicy side. The heat in this Bang Bang shrimp recipe comes from the secret sauce mixture that is flavored
with chili garlic sauce, also known as sambal. You can find this bright red sauce where Asian food in your market and while you're there, pick up some rice vinegar. Once the sauce is made, coat your prawns in a simple spiced bakery, fry them to a nice golden brown, gently throw them into the sauce, and then serve them
on a bed of greens mixed to hungry people who hopefully have a cold drink nearby to soft sting. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 3 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the product options first Menu Description: Create your own Thai salad rolls! Satay strips of chicken,
carrots, bean sprouts, coconut curry noodles and lettuce leaves with three delicious spicy Thai-peanut sauces, sweet red chili and tamarind-cashew. Cheesecake Factory's #1 appetizer is finally fauxed, and I've got every secret component for an impressive knockoff here in one recipe: delicious duplicates of three
amazing immersion sauces, perfectly sweet-and-sour cucumber slices, and a lightly walnut dining curry clone for the chicken, which also doubles as a sauce for noodles. Get ready to blow everyone away when you reveal this build-it-yourself thai-inspired lettuce wrap kit at the table. The final dish will serve twice as many
people as the restaurant version, and you will most likely have enough leftover sauces to serve again if you want to more chicken. Click here for more amazing Cheesecake Factory copycat recipes. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 3 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is from Choose first
product options It took several years for chefs to develop what will eventually become KFC's most clucked about launching new products in the history of the 57-year chain. With between 70 and 180 calories and four to nine grams of fat, depending on the piece, the new un-fried chicken is called KFC's second secret
recipe, and a defining moment in the history of our brand storied in a company press release. The secret recipe for the new grilled chicken is now stored on a computer-encrypted flash drive next to the colonel's original hand-written fried chicken recipe in an electronic safe at KFC's headquarters. Oprah Winfrey featured
chicken on her talk show and gave away so many coupons for free grilled chicken meals that some customers waited in lines for over an hour and a half, and several stores ran out and had to offer rain checks. Company spokesman Laurie Schalow told the Associated Press that KFC has never seen such a big response
to any promotion. It's unprecedented in our over-50s, she said. Beat anything I've ever done. When I heard about all the commotion because of this new secret recipe I immediately locked myself in the underground lab with a bucket of 12 pieces of newly grilled chicken, plus a sample that I obtained from the proprietary
spice mixture, and I have the right to work. After days of pecking through what amounts to a small flock of hens, I am happy to bring you this amazing cloned version of this fast food phenomenon, so that you can now reproduce in your own kitchen. Find the smallest chicken you can for this KFC grilled chicken copycat
recipe, as KFC uses young chickens. Or better save some dough by finding a whole little chicken and cut it yourself. The secret preparation process requires to marinate (salt) chicken for a few hours in a solution of salt and MSG. This will make the chicken moist all the way through and give it great flavor. After the
chicken has samurat, it is brushed with liquid oil with smoky flavor, which will not only make spices stick to the chicken, but will also ensure that the chicken does not stick to the pan. Liquid smoke from the oil gives the chicken a smoky flavour as if it had been cooked on an open flame grill. Grilled chicken at KFC is
probably cooked on ribbed metal plates in convection ovens specially designed to get these barbecue marks. I duplicate this process using a safe oven-grill ing, searing the chicken first on the stovetop to add the barbecue marks, then cooking the chicken through in the oven. If you don't have a barbecue pan or a
barbecue plate, you can just sear the chicken in any large oven safely saute the pan. If you have a on the oven you should use it for sure, but the recipe will still work in a standard oven with the temperature set just a little higher. After baking the chicken for 20 minutes on each You are ready to dive into your own bucket
of 8 delicious grilled indoor chicken pieces, which is as tasty as fried things, but without all the fat. Check out the video demonstration of this recipe. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the product options first Elaine: Do you need anything? Kramer: Oh, a hot bowl of Mulligatewny would hit the
spot. Eaine: Mulligateowny? Kramer: yes, it's Indian soup. Boiled to perfection by one of the great soup artisans in the modern era. Elike: Oh. Who, the Nazi soup? Kramer: He's not a Nazi. He happens to be a little eccentric. You know, most geniuses are. Kramer was right. Al Yeganeh - otherwise known as The Nazi
Soup from the Seinfeld episode that aired in 1995 - is a master of the soup kettle. His popular soup creations inspired many inferior copycats in the Big Apple, including The Nutsy Soup, which was just ten blocks away from Al's original location on 55th Street. Yeganeh's craftsmanship shows when it combines unusual
ingredients to create unique and delicious flavors in its much-proven-about soups. In this, you might be surprised to discover pistachios and cashews among many vegetables. It's a combination that works. I took a trip to New York and tasted about a dozen of the Nazi's original creations. This one, Indian Mulligateny, was
on my favorite list. After each daily trip to the Nazi Soup headquarters (Soup Kitchen International), I immediately drove back to the hotel and poured samples of soups into labeled, sealed containers, which were then refrigerated for the trip back home. Back in the lab, portions of the soup were rinsed through a sieve so
that the ingredients could be identified. I recreated four of Al's best-selling soups after this trip, including this one, which will have to boil for 3-4 hours, or until the soup reduces. The soup will darken as the flavors intensify, the potatoes will begin to fall apart to thicken the soup, and the nuts will soften. If you follow these
guidelines, you should end up with a clone to fool even Cosmo Kramer himself. Source: Top Secret Recipes Unlocked by Todd Wilbur. Update 2/6/18: The recipe can be improved by doubling the curry (to 2 teaspoons) and reducing the water by half (to 8 cups). Cook the soup for half the recommended time or until the
desired thickness is. Drag and drop me to the cart The product is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: A house specialty full of baked potatoes and topped with Cheddar cheese, bacon and green onions. The thick and creamy texture and rich taste of Tony Roma's best-selling soup are lined with a
little flour, a little half and a half and, most importantly, instant mashed potatoes. Give yourself an hour to bake and around 30 minutes to prepare the soup. Garnish each serving with shredded cheese, crushed fat and onions, and then humbly await the proper praise. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd
Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose the first product options technically speaking new potatoes can be any young potato. Boston Market, however, uses red potatoes for this particular dish, and they're not actually all that young. So for this recipe you need some common, medium sized
red potatoes. After cutting the potatoes into slices the size of a bite, steam them on a steamshelf or basket in a large saucepan covered over boiling water. When the potatoes are ready, throw them away with a delicious mixture of melted butter, fresh dill, and garlic, and you've got a quick clone that could stand up to any
taste test. Source: Top Secret Recipes Unlocked by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: A freshly baked, hot out-of-the-oven, rich and delicious cookie topped with 2 tablespoons of vanilla bean ice cream and served in your own deep dish.
Your choice of chocolate piece, white chocolate macadamia nuts, peanut butter or walnut raisin oatmeal. Visit one of the 83 BJ restaurants located in the west and southwest and you'll likely find many diners digging down into one of these deep-cookie dish desserts. Even though the restaurant is known for the great
Chicago pizza-deep-style dish and a fantastic selection of custom-brewed beers, it's Pizookie at the end of the meal, which becomes the most drools. There are four varieties to choose from on the menu, so I'm giving you BJ's Pizookie recipe for all four below. Each formula makes enough dough for a giant cookie, and
Pizookie's recipe is so easy that you could make more than one with just a little extra effort. You might think that the cooking temperature of 475 degrees is extreme for a cookie, but since BJ is a pizzeria, these chickens get cooked in cranked-up pizza ovens, and they work very well. Not only will it have the cookie made
in just 5-7 minutes, but it will also be nice and brown on top, and slightly sticky in the center-all good stuff for a cookie, right? Restaurants use 6-inch deep-dish pizza pans, but you can bake your clones in any cake pan or pie pan with a bottom that is 6 to 7 inches in diameter. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 3 by
Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Marinated chicken breast topped with fire sauce kung pao, orange mandarins and pineapple pico de gallo. This Friday's low-fat creation doesn't sting on flavor. A marinade, a spicy sauce, and a fresh salsa
all pitch in for some time taste bud satisfaction. Sprinkle sections of tangerine over top if you've got them, and you'll completely re-create the look and taste of this healthy entrée clone. What's for dessert? Dessert? Secret Restaurant Recipes 3 by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the cart The product is from stock First
Choose product options The talented chefs from Benihana cook food on hibachi barbecues with flair and charisma, treating the preparation as a small stage show. They juggle salt and pepper shakers, cut food with lightning speed, and flip shrimp and mushrooms perfectly on serving plates or in their high chef hat. One of
the side dishes that everyone seems to love is fried rice. At Benihana this dish is prepared by chefs with precooked rice on open hibachi barbecues, and is ordered a basket to complement any Benihana entrée, including Hibachi Steak and chicken. I love it when the rice is thrown on the hot hibachi grill and seems to
come alive as it sizzles and dances around like a bunch of little jumping beans. Okay, so I'm easy to amuse. This Japanese benihana fried rice recipe will go well with just about any Japanese entrée sin and can be partially prepared early and kept in the fridge until the rest of the meal is close to being made. Source: Top
Secret Restaurant Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options primarily older than both McDonald's and Burger King, Jack-in-the Box is the world's fifth largest hamburger chain, with 1089 outlets by the end of 1991 in thirteen states across the west and
southwest. The restaurant, based in San Diego, has one of the largest menus in the fast food world. Now taste for you the homemade version of Jack's most popular item. Jack-in-the Box Taco has been served since the beginning of the chain, with very few changes over the years. If you are a fan of Jumbo Jack or any
of Jack's Shakes click here for my clone recipes. Source: Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur. Drag and drop me to the product basket is out of stock Choose product options first How's this for coincidence: both McDonald's and Taco Bell got their beginning in San Bernardino, California, in the early 1950s. Glen Bell
opened a hamburger and hot dog stand called Bell's Drive-In, while the McDonald brothers, Dick and Mac, were just around the corner with their gold bows and fast drive-up service. The appearance of another hamburger stand worried me then, says Glen. I didn't think there was enough room in town for both of us.
Looks like there's been enough room for a while. In 1962 Glen decided it was time to offer an alternative to the hamburger stands that saturated the area, so he opened the first Taco Bell and changed his menu to Mexican food. Ten years and hundreds of new Bell taco openings later, Burrito Supreme hit the menu and
became an instant hit. By making this version of low-fat clone at home, we can fat less than one-fifth of the original. Nutrition FactsServing Size-1 Total Burrito Total Calories per serving-325 (Original-503) Fat per serving-4g (Original-22g) Source: Low-Fat Top Secret Recipes by Todd Wilbur.  Drag and drop me to the
product basket is from stock Choose product options first Menu Description: Consistent grains, healthy oats, almonds and English nuts. Healthy grains and walnuts are placed in this clone for signature pancakes in the largest pancake chain in the country. Whole wheat flour and oats add more flavor, while the nuts pitch
in for a crunch in each bite. Take a break from the gummy, traditional bland pancakes. Make a breakfast that makes your need for pancakes and makes you feel energetic. Source: Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 2 by Todd Wilbur. Wilbur.
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